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Chakra Seven Vows - Infinite Possibility
(All vows close the 7th chakra little by little)

Limiting Chakra Seven Vows:

 I vow to not trust God, he lets bad things happen to good people

 I do not believe that if I ask I shall receive; it never happened for my parents or me

 I do not see infinite possibility in my relationships or in my ability to change the hard
situations in my life

 God abandoned me, now I go it alone

 I vow to keep praying for a better life for me and those I love

 Wisdom is knowing what not to do

 My parent's religion was stupid, mine is spiritual

 I vow to be practical; there is no afterworld, this is all you get, so get what you can since it’s
going fast

 Life is hard work, then you die

 You cannot be both rich and spiritual; I will never worship money

 I can only have inner peace once I have security and a quiet vacation home

 I vow that there is no God or spirit, life is just stuff to deal with

 God is everything and everything is good

 I vow to know my limitations; it keeps me from being disappointed
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Freedom Statements to Release the Limiting Chakra Seven Vows:

 I am open to my soul's deepest callings that awaken me in every moment to see and
experience the infinite gifts I am being given in this life

 I am open to both the material world and the spirit world be two sides of the same fabric, to
know one is to know the other

 I am open to feel my soul level of consciousness all the time as my character; Every time I
think about it, it makes me feel good

 I am open to feeling my life purpose level of mission as unbendable and non-negotiable, and
it gives me my deepest motivation and passion for being a change element in the world

 I am open to the dynamic life that my chakra creates in every moment and I love the
amazing roller coaster ride!

 I am open to everything being infinitely possible.  There has never been a limitation other
than what my mind creates

 I love my mind for it protects me and helps me remember where I parked my car

 All the obstacles in my life are made in my mind.  Each one is there to strengthen my
willingness to commit and never sell out my soul for anything external

 I am open to seeing everything as divinely timed

 I am open to seeing the divinity and infinite possibility shining out of all things

 I am open to seeing the hand of God behind events that I cannot fathom mentally as omens
and I have peace in the knowing that all things are part of a greater plan that I will ever
understand

 I am open to feeling the god and goddess energy in my body and thoughts, guiding me to
awaken to my deepest consciousness in each moment


